Jawaharlal Nehru University
Office of the Registrar

NOTICE

Dated: 30.10.2019

A group of JNU students has over the past two days created ruckus in the University premises: they have disrupted the classes and created hindrance by blocking at the entry point of the academic buildings. Some have even been found locking the Office of the Dean of Students by forcing the University employees working there out of their offices. These unruly students have also broken the gate of PSR leading to a vulnerable situation. Such a behaviour of these students is entirely despicable and unacceptable. The University administration has taken a very serious note of it. The student community is being strongly advised to adhere to the rule M-7(6) of the Academic Rules and Regulations of the University:

"All forms of coercion such as gheraos, sit-ins or any variation of the same which disrupts normal academic and administrative functioning of the University are prohibited.

Hunger strikes, dharnas and other peaceful and democratic forms of protest & group bargaining shall be conducted with restraint. i.e. at a distance of 100 meters away from the Administrative & Academic complexes"

The student community is also reminded that the Hon’ble High Court Order, dated 09/08/2017, should be honored while staging protest to avoid any contempt of court.

The JNU Administration appeals to the student community to refrain from staging strike as it is adversely affecting the normal academic functioning as well as harming the academic activities of the University.

Registrar